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Glossary
Acronym
API
Application

Definition
Application Programming Interface
Any kind of meaningful use of open data.
(As-of "application areas of open data")
[Mobile or Web] A self-contained program or piece of software, especially designed to be
App
downloaded by a user on a mobile device or personal computer.
Challenge
A widespread call to action to participate in an open contest (like a
Hackathon) for improving or renovating an existing situation.
Citizen
An inhabitant of a particular town or city.
Citizen initiative
An initiative proposed by a (collective of) citizen(s), which ideally is informing
the challenges for the hackathon process.
Fablab
A physical place where anyone can make an idea concrete by transferring
and fabricating those ideas through the use of 3D printers and other
(complex) technological devices. The staff and peers at Fablabs support
people to build their ideas, but not to do the work instead of them.
Hackathon
Generally understood to be a collaborative event, usually made up almost
exclusively of software developers, which typically lasts two-three days and
is intended to result in the production of one or more apps.
In the Open4Citizens project, the hackathons include a range of participants
with different areas of expertise and solutions being developed are not
limited to apps.
Mock-up
A sample, or a low-definition, non-functional prototype of an app or a
service resulting from the co-creation work in the hackathon event
Non-expert user
A person without professional or specialized knowledge in a particular
subject (usually computer programming in the context of the Open4Citizens
Non-IT savvy user
project).
O4C approach
A workflow based on three consecutive phases: 1) Pre-hack; 2) Hack; 3)
Post-hack.
O4C platform
The online digital platform supporting the hackathon process with
technological resources, methodological suggestions and data.
Open Data
Data that can be freely used, re-used and redistributed by anyone - subject
only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and sharealike.
Source: http://opendatahandbook.org/guide/en/what-is-open-data/
OpenDataLab
The physical infrastructure the Open4Citizens project intends to conceive, in
order to support citizens’ participation to co-creation with open data. At the
time of the editing of this report the consortium has not yet defined a clear
configuration of the technical, physical, organizational and financial features
of the OpenDataLab. This deliverable will therefore refer to the
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Public service

Social impact
Social sustainability

Urban services

OpenDataLab as a future infrastructure or as the co-creation activities to
develop in it.
A service provided by a government body to people living within its
jurisdiction, either directly (through the public sector) or through financing a
third party (agency or subcontractor).
The effect induced [by a certain project or initiative] on the well-being of a
community.
The ability of a community to develop processes and structures which not
only meet the needs of its current members but also support the ability of
future generations to maintain a healthy community.
Source:
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/socialsustainability.html#ixzz2y75dJTij
Services at the urban scale, aimed at creating public utility. They are not
necessarily initiated by the local government.
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1 Executive Summary
This Deliverable appears after the release of D1.2 – Final Domain and Theme Definition – and in
parallel to D1.4 – Mid-term Concept Definition Report – and D3.4 – First Hackathons Report – which
has been postponed by two months, in order to fulfil the requirements of a complete accounting of
the post-hack activities in the five participating pilots of Barcelona, Copenhagen, Karlstad, Milan and
Rotterdam.
In its previous edition (D1.6, issued in May 2016, well ahead of the hackathon events, which all
occurred in Fall-Winter last year, with projections of the post-hack phases into early 2017), this
Deliverable served the purpose of drafting the key features of the “O4C Hackathon Model”, also in
comparison to the non-O4C “ideal type” (as it was defined out of the known international
experience and case studies).
In this current update, and in compliance with the DoA provisions, Deliverable 1.7 introduces the
reader to the scope and schedule of the various activities planned in the second cycle of the O4C
hackathon at each of the five pilot sites. Additionally, it documents whether and to which extent any
changes have been induced in any element of the “Model” as a result of the first-year project
achievements and evaluative self-reflections.
Globally speaking, the original concepts and methods developed at the beginning of the project have
proven robust, while at the same time being flexible and fruitful enough to engender a wide variety
of hackathon results – from apps to mock-up’s, from grassroots innovation initiatives to actual public
(e-)service prototypes.
The structure of the Deliverable goes as follows: Section 2 (Introduction) frames the discussion in
the context of the O4C DoA, with its past and expected deliveries related to the topic at hand.
Section 3 first recaps the conceptual antecedents of this theoretical effort as they materialize in the
form of distinctive elements of the “Hackathon Model” and then proposes an overview of the extent
to which they have been taken up and deployed within the five O4C pilots. Section 4 follows the
same structure adopted in the previous edition of this Deliverable to describe the scope and
schedule the forthcoming (during the year 2017) 2nd hackathon cycle on a partner by partner basis.
Section 5 wraps up the evidence gathered draws some conclusions on the robustness of the O4C
“Model” with an eye on its future exploitation both within and outside the project pilots.
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2 Introduction
Here we explain how D1.7 is framed in the context of its antecedents and how we (plan to) take stock
of the 1st project year results.
The following diagram, already presented in Deliverable 1.6, outlines the key components of the
project’s WP1 according to the DoA. It can be retrieved in full at: http://debategraph.org/O4C.
One can note that the O4C approach is defined as the convergent result of three project tasks: T1.1
(Domain delimitation and theme definition), T1.2 (Concept delimitation and theme definition) and
T1.3 (Scoping and scheduling the workshops – the actual project pilots).

Figure 1: Graphical visualisation of the O4C WP1 structure

The fundamental output of WP1 was and is named “The O4C Hackathon Model”, which has been
opposed to the hackathon “ideal type”, as it was identified after an international state of the art
analysis done by the consortium at early project stages, in the context of Deliverable 2.2 “Literature
Review and Field Studies Report”.
During the first and the (now ongoing, second) project year, the O4C consortium has followed and
intends to follow a layered approach to the conceptual refinement and operational implementation
of the “Model”. This is exemplified by the following picture. As one can see, four main Deliverables
have been released during year 1, and upgraded or updated editions of each are now foreseen for
year 2. Three of these Deliverables derive from the implementation of the respective WP1 tasks’
provisions, while a fourth one is associated to WP3 but is strictly related to the former because its
main contents belong to the operational take-up of the “Model”.
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Figure 2: Relatives and companions to this Deliverable

During the early project months, Task 1.1 has been fulfilled, under the coordination of AAU, by the
release at M3 of Deliverable 1.1 “Domain and Theme Definition”, which provided a first general
overview of the O4C hackathons, describing the topics and goals of the five project pilots, the main
Quadruple Helix stakeholders involved, etc. This Deliverable has been recently updated by the
release of D1.2 – “Final Domain and Theme Definition”.
As far as Task 1.2 is concerned, the release has been achieved at M4, under the coordination of TUD,
of Deliverable 1.3 “Concept definition”, which has first of all provided a Glossary of key terms (also
reproduced, with some modifications, at the beginning of this document), and secondly elaborated
the building blocks of the O4C approach, i.e., the phased accumulation of hackathon related events,
structured as pre-hack, hack and post-hack, and the methodology to support them. This Deliverable
is going to be updated with the forthcoming release of D1.4 – “Mid-term Concept Definition
Report”. A final edition of the latter will be published at M30 to reflect the work done all over the
project.
In turn, the present Deliverable is related to Task 1.3, having the main aim to generate a calendar for
the hackathons to be held in the various locations, taking into account the local needs and possibly
exploring measures (tools, procedures) to link up the hackathons in the different pilot locations. This
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calendar was issued in the context of D1.6 referring to the 1st hackathon cycle and is now appearing
as D1.7 referring to the 2nd hackathon cycle foreseen in the DoA.
Finally, it is worth noting the importance, for a full and complete definition of the O4C “Model”, of
Task 3.1 (Hackathon organization and coordination), which produced a “Hackathon Organisation
Handbook” (Deliverable 3.1) during the first project year. D3.1 is a sort of manual for hackathon
organisers, summarizing all the practical guidelines about how to define a suitable location, launch
the call for participation, as well as provide adequate resources (spaces and technologies) to the
participants in the hacking marathon. An end of 1st year report (D3.4) is now about to be delivered,
covering not only the hack phases, all of them finalised before the end of 2016, but also the posthack phases, which have had some further definition at the beginning of 2017.
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3 Reinforcing the O4C Hackathon “Model”
No major changes required. The original concepts and methods developed at the beginning of the
project have proven robust, flexible and fruitful in engendering a wide variety of hackathon results.
In the previous edition of this Deliverable, and based on the literature search work done by the
academic partners of the O4C consortium in the context of D2.2 “Literature Review and Field Studies
Report”, we have identified eight fundamental traits of the Hackathon’s “Ideal Type”, which stay
relatively invariant across the innumerable practical applications resulting in the state of the art
from all over the world. These are summarized in the first two columns of the next table. In the third
column, we compare (or contrast) the same aspects as defined in the O4C “Model”, as follows:
Descriptor
A few words of definition, to
grasp what it’s about and
decide whether it’s relevant
for the case at hand
Ownership, or – who is in
charge of the hackathon
organisation?

Motivation, or – why do we
need a hackathon?

Approach, or – how do we
organise the hackathon?
Management, or – where to
and how do we drive
operations?

Ideal Type
A 2-day (or more) marathon for
coders engaged in apps
development under time pressure,
ultimately intended to tackle key
societal issues more effectively
There usually is a prime motor,
such as a (public or private)
organisation coordinating the event
and grasping the immediate
benefits from its results

The Hackathon manifesto identifies
a number of challenges, which can
be (and usually are) related to the
local context where the hackathon
takes place, although their
ambition may be higher than simply
local
The focus is set on the hack days,
which are usually prepared by an
intense advertising campaign
There are many possible nuances of
application but basically the focus is
set on ICT developments – quite
often using open or publicly
available data and information

O4C
An original (IT supported) participation
opportunity for citizens being
facilitated in the creative use of open
data for urban service renovation and
innovation
Both top down (i.e. Government
pushed) and bottom up (i.e. Civil
society driven) hackathons are possible
and will be explored and experimented,
with the project partners playing the
role of “mediators of interests” as well
as “facilitators of operations”
O4C hackathons are preceded by a
needs analysis highlighting the
rationale and purpose, usually in
relation with expressed and/or still
unexpressed requirements of local
stakeholders
There are three quite distinct phases,
that we have called Pre-Hack, Hack and
Post-Hack
During the pre-hack phase the focus is
set on stakeholder mobilisation, goal
setting and conception of possible
solution prototypes (also by the help of
service jams) using existing or yet to be
created open datasets. During the hack
days we still have coders engaged
alongside the citizens (possibly within
mixed groups) and the focus is set on
service innovation co-design and where
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Structure, or – what is the
hackathon agenda, microorganisation, etc.

Variants abound, with e.g. different
number of days, schedules etc.
according to the purposes, but the
essence remains of working round
the clock in ICT developments

Needed resources, or – what
has to be provided by the
organisers to the
participants

Venue with rooms, tables, seats,
food and refreshments, and a big
conference room for plenaries.
Hardware (but people can bring
theirs) and Internet connection
The organiser(s) at the beginning of
the event (as well as during the
preparatory, advertising campaign)

Who states the mission and
proposes the thematic
contents?
Other special characteristics,
or – what differentiates this
experience from other
similar ones?

possible, mock-up or rapid prototyping
with available data.
During the post-hack phase we make
sure that the open data requirements
and the ICT developments are brought
to finalisation in a few weeks (or
months) time, always having in mind
the overarching goal of urban service
renovation and innovation.
Given the adopted definition of O4C
hackathon as a more fluid and
dispersed phenomenon, there is an
even greater variety of local
instantiations across the phased
structure outlined above.
The same during the hack days, plus
free access to the OpenDataLab facility
and its online / offline resources during
the pre-hack and post-hack phases.
The organiser(s) based on the results of
the pre-hack phase (but leaving
participants free to add, change, and
deviate from them)
The engagement of citizens and
stakeholders in open data manipulation
for service co-design, in collaboration
with coders/developers.

The engagement of professional (as
well as non professional)
developers in the “coding
marathons", usually lasting a few
consecutive days
Table 1: Distinctive features of the Hackathon’s “Ideal Type” and “O4C Model”

The above Table was provided in the last section of Deliverable 1.6 as a result of mostly theoretical
discussions as they had been undertaken till then. Interestingly enough, after the completion of the
1st O4C hackathon cycle in all the five pilot locations, we can safely state that the original concepts
and methods developed at the beginning of the project have proven robust, while at the same time
being flexible and fruitful enough to engender a wide variety of hackathon results – from apps to
mock-up’s, from grassroots innovation initiatives to actual public (e-)service prototypes.
To document these aspects, we have built the following table:
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Descriptor
A few words to
grasp what it was
about
Ownership, or –
who
was
in
charge of the
hackathon
organisation?

Barcelona
Co-creating
Open
Data
Solutions for a Better City

Copenhagen
Refugees, Immigration and
Integration

Karlstad
Open Data for Preventive
Healthcare and Self-Care

I2CAT’s Living
(partner of O4C)

Unit

In collaboration among the
three Danish partners of
O4C: Aalborg University,
Antropologerne
and
Dataproces

In collaboration among the
County Council of Varmland’s
Experio Lab (O4C partner),
two
Swedish
Research
Institutes,
the
Karlstad
Innovation Park and the
University

Motivation, or –
why did we need
a hackathon?

The need was felt of an open
event where citizens could
learn, experiment and cocreate solutions with open
data in three areas: public
health, urban neighbourhood
services, and local cultural
heritage
The organisation followed
the Pre-Hack, Hack and PostHack phases

Integrating
citizens
and
migrants in a same event as a
way
to
reverse
the
perception of migration from
a problem to an opportunity
for Danish society



Approach, or –
how
did
we
organise
the
hackathon?
Management, or
– where to and
how did we drive
operations?

Structure, or –
what was the
hackathon



Lab

Implementation of the
O4C approach
Development
of
5
application mock-up’s

48 hours, from Friday at 3 pm
till Sunday at 3 pm (no night
stay)

Rotterdam
Citizens’ right to challenge
public administration in parks
management
In
collaboration
among
Technische Universiteit Delft
(O4C
partner),
WIJ
Delfshaven
and
the
Municipality of Rotterdam’s
research and innovation
department

it is a long-term strategic
choice and ambition of the
County Council to improve in
the integration of the
patients in both the delivery
and innovation of healthcare
services

Milan
Transparency
of
urban
renovation and construction
sites
In collaboration among the
O4C
partner
DASTUPolitecnico di Milano, the
not-for-profit
association
ONDATA, and the City of
Milan - with the support of
both the political and the
technical levels
To
promote
further
publication of open data by
the City of Milan in a way
that can be used to promote
useful apps and innovative
public services to the benefit
of citizens

The organisation followed
the Pre-Hack, Hack and PostHack phases

The organisation followed
the Pre-Hack, Hack and PostHack phases

The organisation followed
the Pre-Hack, Hack and PostHack phases

The organisation followed
the Pre-Hack, Hack and PostHack phases











Implementation of the
O4C approach
Development
of
6
service concepts

48 hours, from Friday at 4pm
till Sunday at 4pm (no night
stay)



Implementation of the
O4C approach
Development
of
4
service concepts

48 hours, from Friday at 3.30
pm till Sunday at 3.30 pm (no
night stay)

Implementation of the
O4C approach
 Development
of
6
application
mock-up’s
and
5
IT
service
prototypes
30 hours, from Saturday at
10am till Sunday at 4pm
(including night stay)

To explore how open data
(provided mainly by the
government) can help the
citizen initiatives from selfmanaged parks (and similar
green initiatives), to improve
policy-making

Implementation of the
O4C approach
 Development of new
mindsets
and
perspectives, as well as
the O4C’s “local brand”
24 hours, from Friday at 5 pm
till Saturday at 5 pm (no night
stay)
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agenda, microorganisation, etc.
Needed
resources, or –
what
was
provided by the
organisers to the
participants

Who stated the
mission
and
proposed
the
thematic
contents?

Other
special
characteristics, or
–
what
differentiated this
experience from
other
similar
ones?

Adoption of the O4C
workflow
for
hack
organisation
Venue equipped with rooms,
tables, seats, food and
refreshments, and a big
conference
room
for
plenaries.
No
hardware
(people had to bring theirs)
but Internet connection.
Availability of the O4C
platform
for
data
visualisation developed by
Dataproces
The O4C team at i2CAT in
collaboration
with
key
stakeholder representatives
during the pre-hack phase,
without precluding that
citizens
might
propose
additional challenges and
ideas during the hackathon
Beyond the engagement of
non IT savvy citizens, the
event was the only one
starting by multiple thematic
challenges, belonging to
three
distinct
thematic
domains

Adoption of the O4C
workflow
for
hack
organisation
Venue equipped with rooms,
tables, seats, food and
refreshments, and a big
conference
room
for
plenaries.
No
hardware
(people had to bring theirs)
but Internet connection.
Availability of the O4C
platform
for
data
visualisation developed by
Dataproces
The O4C team at AAU on the
occasion of a service jam held
during the pre-hack phase,
without precluding that
citizens
might
propose
additional challenges and
ideas during the hackathon

Adoption of the O4C
workflow
for
hack
organisation
Venue equipped with rooms,
tables, seats, food and
refreshments, and a big
conference
room
for
plenaries.
No
hardware
(people had to bring theirs)
but Internet connection.
Availability of the O4C
platform
for
data
visualisation developed by
Dataproces
The O4C team at Experio Lab
on the occasion of a service
jam held during the pre-hack
phase, without precluding
that citizens might propose
additional challenges and
ideas during the hackathon

Adoption of the O4C
workflow
for
hack
organisation
Venue equipped with rooms,
tables, seats, food and
refreshments, and a big
conference
room
for
plenaries.
No
hardware
(people had to bring theirs)
but Internet connection.
Availability of the O4C
platform
for
data
visualisation developed by
Dataproces
The O4C team at POLIMI
during the pre-hack phase, in
close collaboration with the
Municipality of Milan and the
key associations of residents
in the areas most affected by
the construction sites

Beyond the engagement of
immigrants, the event was
the one less directly involving
(as co-organisers) the public
sector organisations directly
in charge of the policy issue
dealt with

Beyond the engagement of
non IT savvy citizens, the
event was also preparatory
to the advent of an Open
Data Lab in the local
community (meanwhile cofunded
by
national
resources)

The only O4C pilot also
awarding a prize to the best
mock-up and prototype of
applications
developed
during the event. Students
from IT faculties were heavily
involved to that end

Adoption of the O4C
workflow
for
hack
organisation
Venue equipped with rooms,
tables, seats, food and
refreshments, and a big
conference
room
for
plenaries.
No
hardware
(people had to bring theirs)
but Internet connection.
Availability of the O4C
platform
for
data
visualisation developed by
Dataproces
The O4C team at TU Delft,
WIJ Delfshaven and the
Municipality of Rotterdam.
However at the event, all
participating
park
associations
presented
themselves
and
the
challenges they were facing
Beyond the engagement of
non IT savvy citizens, the
event was the one less
directly related to the prior
disclosure of a number of
public datasets in the domain
at hand

Table 2: Summary Implementation of the “O4C Model” at pilot sites
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From the above table, we can pick up the following distinctions and commonalities among the five
O4C pilots (a detailed description of the activities in the pilot for the first hackathon cycle has been
provided in D3.4):
3.1.1

Shared approaches

The O4C partner was obviously the organisation in charge of the pilot, although seeking to create
collaborations around (notably within the local Quadruple Helix – i.e. with Academia, Businesses,
Citizens and Governments).
Every pilot started with one or more challenges, taking shape during the pre-hack phase, until the
level of needs and/or requirements elicitation and specification, on or before the hack day.
The 3-staged workflow, including the post-hack phase, was universally adopted.
Every location for the hack days has been equipped according to the standards and in addition to
that, the platform for data visualization developed by Dataproces has been presented and put at the
participants’ disposal.
3.1.2

Heterogeneity aspects

Evidently each pilot chose a different topic (challenge), but with the common goal of integrating
citizens, as well as (open) data, into the workflow at all stages.
The outputs have been different from case to case, ranging from service concepts, to application
mock-up’s, to real IT service prototypes (see D3.4 Table 18). Only one pilot rewarded the best
solutions with money prizes.
Also the duration of the hack week-end has been varying, from 24 to 48 hours, and only in one case
including overnight stay.
Two pilots felt the need to organize a service jam well ahead of the hack days, and only one did not
admit the introduction of new challenges before the coding marathon was actually started.
3.1.3

Local specificities

One pilot managed to give continuity to their endeavour, winning a national grant for the setup and
operation of the OpenDataLab. Another pilot found itself in the opposite situation, being the topic of
the hackathon impossible to tackle without a clear endorsement from the national government, who
did not engage visibly in the process, but only informally.
Two pilots put themselves at the opposite extremes as far as the contents of the hack week-end, in
one case looking like a coding marathon, in another case like a service jam (with little or no relation
to data availability). These attitudes have pros and cons in terms of relevance, and capacity to
influence the results, of the non-IT-savvy participants in the project.
One pilot allowed three distinct challenges – and therefore, thematic groups – to operate and cocreate alongside one another. As will become evident from the following discussion, this decision
has brought to the creation of three parallel hackathon processes for the preparation of the second
cycle.
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4 Towards the second Hackathon Cycle
Here we explain how the five O4C pilots are setting up their operations, at different speeds, however
aiming to finalise activities well before the end of the year.
This Section overviews the status and plans of the five O4C pilots within the time scale of the second
cycle of hackathons (approx. started in Spring 2017 and proceeding towards the end of the year).
To structure the contents in a readable way, we have followed the same structure of attributes and
descriptors displayed in Table 1 of Section 3 above. This will ultimately enable to further highlight
the common and distinctive aspects already identified (which will be gathered and commented upon
in subsection 4.6 below) of the O4C approach compared to the hackathon “ideal type” initially
outlined.
Data and information reported in the following text are as of April 30, 2017. Some of the comments
and tables are incomplete due to lack of stable knowledge and inputs up to that date.

4.1

Copenhagen

In the first hackathon cycle the pilot in Copenhagen worked on services to support refugees into the
integration within the Danish society.
Although this challenge gathered the enthusiasm of several organisations and interest groups, the
pilot team had problems finding relevant datasets that could support the hackathon. Furthermore,
public authorities, which expressed their interest in the O4C project, did not support this specific
challenge topic, partly because of the different administrative competences involved in the
migration and integration processes and (presumably) partly because of the political sensitivity of
the theme, which is a critical focus of the political debate.
The pilot team came to the conclusion that a better balance should be found between the three
dimensions of the project, namely people, challenges and data. The challenge of the first hackathon
cycle was definitely unbalanced with respect to the former two components.
For this reason, the second hackathon cycle will focus on different challenges, making sure that the
challenge is chosen on the basis of a solid set of data and ideally a higher level of actively involved
support from relevant stakeholders.
The Danish pilot team is strengthening their collaboration with OpenData.dk, a consortium of
municipal initiatives for the publication of open datasets – a national level entity to advocate and
promote open data. This consortium includes, among others, the municipalities of Copenhagen (e.g.
through what is labelled the Copenhagen Solutions Lab), Aarhus, Aalborg, Odense, Vejle and Viborg
– and recently also a number of (new) municipalities have entered the expanding network.
Beyond strengthening and moving forward together with Open Data Dk, we maintain contact at
involvement of some of the organisations that we also engaged during the 1st hackathon cycle;
including the Open Knowledge Denmark, the Swedish-based Mapillary and OpenStreetMap.
Furthermore we’re reaching out to the Danish Business Authority; Virk.dk, also keen to work on
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open data through hackathon organization – and lastly, we’re in dialogue with an national level
innovation network bridging between research and business’s: Infinit – as they have relevant
competences, supplementary resources and contacts – as well as an explicit interest in the
organization of hackathon activities within similar timeframes as ours.
As is clear from the above description, we moved away from a specific focus on integration, however
the specific thematic area for the challenge of the second hackathon cycle has not yet been defined.
The aim is to base it more directly on the availability of existing open datasets from municipalities
and other relevant sites/platforms – as well as questions/challenges prioritized by actual data
owners.
Our current research and ideation with various selected stakeholders have led us to a preliminary
record of the following potential overall topics:
 Mobility
 Tourism
 Environment
 Food; or
 Healthcare
The pilot team is expecting that the challenge will be developed within one of those overall areas –
depending on who we prioritize to collaborate more closely with. Currently we are having dialogue
with the selected number of potential collaborators and contacts – to become able to prioritize what
is feasible and ideal within the O4C framework. In the months to come, we will be aiming to:
 Continuing dialogue – seeking synergy with the selected networks to establish who will be
our main partner(s) as we define the topic in focus
 Mapping the relevant stakeholders involved in each topic; to formulate more focused
possible challenges; and to make sure all are contacted and invited to participate in the
hackathon – ideally already starting from the pre-hack phase
 Defining specific challenges within the above-mentioned areas
 Exploring the possibility to open new relevant datasets
 Exploring how best to use available open data in combination with other data coming from
e.g. crowdsourced initiatives or from social media, in order to generate a “live” context for
creating new services

4.1.1

Specification of the challenge or new challenge

As detailed in the introduction above, we will shift towards another yet unspecified topic –
prioritizing to collaborate with relevant stakeholders and remaining open towards co-creating the
topic and concrete challenges with them. Below is a list of our current network and contacts.
Sector

Organisation

Contact(s)

Opendata.dk

Birgitte Kjærgaard,
Anne Dyrberg
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Copenhagen Solutions Lab

Frans La Cour

Open Data Aalborg

Tine Rønø Bove

Virk Data

Pernille Munk Nielsen

TantLab, AAU

Anders Kristian Munk

Infinit

Lea Schick,
(Merete Carlsson)

Service Systems Design, AAU

Nicola Morelli,
Amalia De Götzen,
Louise Torntoft
Fanny Giordano

Under Broen

Mikkel Chr. Knudsen Holst

Creature

Thor Rigtrup Larsen

TBD

-

TBD

-

Open Knowledge Denmark

Niels Erik Kaaber Rasmussen

NGO’s and movements relevant to the topic or the
location we select

-

TBD

-

Government

Academia/Research

Business

Civil Society

Table 3: Organisations and key personnel contacted/to be contacted during the Pre-Hack phase in Denmark

Beyond the specific stakeholders mentioned in the table above, we have begun a dialogue with
other representatives of organisations and interest groups, such as “Coding Pirates” volunteer
coordinator and a “Hack/Hackers” contact person who has a background as data-journalist.

4.1.2

Ownership, or – who is in charge of the hackathon organisation?

The hackathon will be organized by Aalborg University, with the collaboration of the other Danish
partners, namely Antropologerne and Dataprocess. If possible, we are keen allow for some of the
partners we are in dialogue with at present to step in and collaborate closely with us; taking
ownership of the event together with us. Aalborg University will possibly host the hackathon.
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4.1.3

Motivation, or – why do we need a hackathon?

Several new initiatives are emerging in Denmark to promote the use of data. Often they consist in
hackathons involving a large number of programmers. The interest of the people contacted so far
however, is in the O4C approach to hackathons, that involves citizens and relevant stakeholders that
are not necessarily IT experts. They expressed their motivation in having this kind of hackathon,
because of the higher potential it would have, to develop usable applications within public services.
The hackathon as a more ‘soft’ format is nevertheless also growing in popularity, and multiple
entities are hosting hackathons on various topics. We would therefore join forces with potential
organisers of ‘competing hackathons’ who are equally interested in heightening the quality of the
format – and reflecting about how to extend the intense weekend efforts to pre- and post- phases.

4.1.4

Approach, or – how do we organise the hackathon?

Taking into account to the methodological overview done at the early stages of the project, and
especially the “funnel-like” representation of the O4C hackathon workflow, the Copenhagen pilot
will be undertaking the following activities and adopt the corresponding methods and tools:
Phases

Sub-phases

Activities

Methodologies/Tools

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Identification

Research and inspiration

Collection of relevant cases/examples
Participation to other
events/hackathons/workshops

Identification and dialogue
with stakeholders - mapping
synergies

Mapping synergies, stakeholder interviews
Direct contact and meetings
Actors’ maps (contacts, organisations etc.)

Data exploration / Data sprints

Research – support from data expertise
(external?)

Priority Setting

Group brainstorming,
Presentations/discussions

Matching with relevant data
(available/required)

Data sprint methodologies (exploring,
cleaning, visualizing, making sense of, Web
scraping)

Meetings and dialogue

Communication and best practice
inspiration – through good examples / ideal
cases

Continual identification of
relevant stakeholders

Actors Maps

Definition of specific challenges

Direct meetings or mini-workshops with

Pre-Hack

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Selection

Challenge
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Specification

within broader area

data owners or relevant stakeholders
Service Journeys/Data validation/Actor
maps

Need definition

Hackathon Starter Kit/need definition tool,
Personas, Life stories/scenarios,
Narratives/journeys

Pre-Hack &
Hack

Solution
Exploration

Brainstorming

Hackathon Starter Kit/Brainstorming tool
Data Visualization
Inspiration Cards & similar

Hack

Solution
ideation

Brainstorming

Brainstorming techniques
Scenarios/service journeys
Service Architecture map

Hack

Solution
Specification

Service specification

Use cases
Scenario design and development
Cross impact matrix/Service journey
(Video Prototypes)

Hack &
Post-Hack

Prototype
Ideation

Motivation

Motivation matrix

Rapid prototyping

User Centred Design / Mock-up GUI
Lo-Fi prototypes, such as “the mechanical
turk”, “the provincial”, “the minimum viable
product”, “the fake door”

Pretotypes

Post-Hack

Post-Hack

Prototype
Development

Prototype
Testing

Incubation

Business model canvas
Meetings with experts, tutoring, information
meetings

Implementation

Co-design workshops; Use cases
development, blueprints, data validation
tools

Workshops and meetings

Working session with experts

Business development
incubation
Coding coding coding

Pretotypes / Business Model Canvas /
Meetings with start-up experts and mentors
Coding coding coding
(ISO/IEC/IEEE CD 12207 standard?)

Testing activities, further
pretotype techniques

Different kinds of testing sessions
(ISO/IEC/IEEE CD 12207 standard?)

Table 4: Phases, activities and methods/tools used in the Danish pilot
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4.1.5

Management, or – where to and how do we drive operations?

All the contacts, coordination, preparation and meetings will be driven by the AAU-CPH team and
based in Copenhagen. This means that most of the activities will be located in Copenhagen.
There is however a chance that the challenge chosen for the second cycle and the actors involved
will be based in other Danish cities (Aarhus, Aalborg/Northern Jutland), therefore the pilot team will
evaluate the opportunity to have the hackathon event and some of the related pre- and post-hack
activities in those cities – as they’ve expressed genuine interest in having our efforts support their
(open data) initiatives; and as we are part of Aalborg University, after all.
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Table 5: Planning of the main activities for the hackathon process in Denmark
OPEN 4 CITIZENS |
DK HACKATHON 2 |
ACTIVITY TIMELINE

Pre-Hack

Pre-Hack

April

May

June

Hackathon

August

September

Post-Hack

October

Dec.

November

Week 50
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Week 49

Week 48

Week 47

Week 46

Week 45

Week 44

Week 43

Week 42

Week 41

Week 40

Week 39

Week 38

Week 37

Week 36

Week 35

Week 34

Week 33

Week 32

Week 31

Summer

Week26

Week 25

Week 24

Week23

Week 22

Week 21

Week 20

Week 19

Week 18

Week 17

Week 16

Week 15

Week 14

Previous

Pre-Hack
activities
Contact
Copenhagen
Solutions Lab
Data workshop
w
Péter
Kun/TUD
Meeting
Opendata.dk
Contact
Aalborg Open
Data Lab
Contact with
TantLab

H2020-ICT-2015/ D1.7
Data sprints/
data explorat.
Stakeholders’
recruitment
Needs
definition
Challenge
specification
Sponsoring
Platform
preparation
Identification
of the venue
Promotion and
registration
Contacts with
sponsors
Dissemination
on Local Media
Registration
Notification/
info to particip
Contact
Key
note speakers
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Hackathon
event
Local
media
involvement
Hack Event
Post-Hack
Follow-up
from
Hack
event
Coding/
prototyping
Test
Outcome
incubation
Contact with
local media
Outcome
promotion
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4.1.6

Structure, or – what is the hackathon agenda, micro-organisation, etc.

Activities and methodologies in each phase of the Hackathon cycle (pre-, hack, post) are
documented already in Table 4 above. As for the micro-organisation of the actual hackathon, details
are yet to be specified at a later moment.
We will use our own local pilot experiences from the 1st cycle – as well as draw inspiration from what
worked really well across the 4 other pilot teams. Currently we imagine repeating the overall timeframe to be either 2 or 2,5 days. With a kick-off, intensive team-work with varying support – towards
a final pitch session; where teams are given feedback.
The agenda for the second cycle will give more relevance to data. Data introduction, for instance will
be proposed since the kick-off, together with qualitative inspirations on needs within a particular
arena. Another attention point at present is to possible shift from a very active and structured
‘facilitation style’ (1st cycle) towards framework that allows for more open processes in each team.
Support may be more in a style of a ‘lounge area helpdesk’ in combination with ‘hang-arounds’
hovering between teams actively discussing and supporting.

4.1.7

Needed resources, or – what has to be provided by the organisers to the
participants

At present, it is not possible to detail a comprehensive list of resources needed for the hackathon.
The Danish team lead by AAU, will organize it taking into account the resources used and those
missing in the first hackathon cycle.
Special effort will be performed, to make sure that adequate datasets are available for the
hackathon and ideally that data-owners are much more actively engaged to pose concrete
challenges. Also, we’re keen to pay attention to inviting in more “coding competencies” as
participants to the event; to allow for a bit more actual coding activity and ‘data tinkering’ to be
carried out in this hackathon cycle. This may mean having some preliminary coding exercises to
validate the datasets against possible hackathon challenges. However, this effort and line of activity
will depend on who we are able to involve.

4.1.8

Who states the mission and proposes the thematic contents?

The mission of the thematic context is set in the cooperation and negotiation among the main
stakeholders that the Danish team will identify in the pre-hack period. At the moment of editing this
report some stakeholders have already be identified and we’re in dialogue with them, such as
OpenData.dk, Copenhagen Solutions Lab, Aalborg Open Data, TantLab at AAU, Infinit and Virk Data.
A series of meetings is being organized with those stakeholders, in order to define any possible
converging interest and mapping synergies so that we’re able to move forward together on specific
challenges. A parallel step consists of verifying/exploring the availability of open data (or the
possibility to open new datasets) concerning those challenges.
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4.1.9

Other special characteristics, or – what differentiates this experience from other
similar ones?

As we are in dialogue with a number of other data-interested/competent stakeholders – as well as a
number of organisers of other inspiring events – below, the table presents a few of the events
inspiring our process and work as this deliverable is being drafted. This comparison/benchmarking
exercise is not limited to relevant hackathon activities in our region – but also includes participatory
co-design events, open data challenges somewhat aligned to our topic and the O4C logic.
INITIATIVE
“Take a walk on the wild side”
th
(April 7 , 2017)

CHARACTERISTICS
Co-creation workshop organised by
Infinit/the Lightning Metropolis
project; inviting project collaboration
between municipalities, businesses,
social scientists, researchers and
designers
–
among
others.

Smart City Hackathon – Doll Living
Lab, Glostrup

A 2-day hackathon event that
invites
problem-solving
specifically related to energy-loss
in industrial buildings and
business properties.

NASA Space Apps Challenge 2017
https://2017.spaceappschallenge.o
rg/locations/copenhagen/

An international event – one of the
largest hackathons in the universe as
they
claim.
It’s an event to inspire local
innovation across six continents.
Diverse and collaborative teams of
students, technologists, scientists,
designers, entrepreneurs, are invited
to work together in a 48-hour sprint
to develop answers to some of the
most pressing challenges facing
planet Earth using NASA data.
This is a weeklong data sprint
particularly
bringing
together
journalists and digital methods
experts/students. Throughout the
week teams will explore a recent
publication of a field guide for using

“Field Guide to Fake News: Data
th
sprint”
(April
24-28 )
(https://www.facebook.com/event
s/407672022942509/)

HOW O4C IS DIFFERENT
Both Antro and AAU took part to
allow for inspiration in terms of
how meetings were set between
business, municipalities w smart
city challenges and researchers.
In O4C our aims are different in
terms of citizen involvement and
the hackathon format
–
nevertheless inspiration could
be harvested in terms of
challenge specification and
presentation that allows for new
teams to formulate new solution
ideas quickly.
As we do in O4C, this event
seems to invite both tech savvy
and non-tech expertise –
although the topic may catch a
fairly
specific
crowd.
We’re keen to exchange
experience and learn from their
experiences – to inspire our
continued work.
We’re much smaller in scale
than this world-wide NASA
supported series of events –
however, it’s interesting to
research into the ‘ideal type’ in
big scale.

We’re keen
to establish
connections
and
possible
collaboration with our research
colleagues at AAU in the
TantLab. We do however not
have the option of facilitating a
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Open Tourism Days
th
Copenhagen, May 5-7 2017
http://www.opentourismdays.dk

Hack4Dk
https://hack4.dk

digital methods in journalism. Digital
methods are based on internet
research,
allowing
quantitative/qualitative analysis of
social media and other online
platforms. Organised by the TANTLab at AAU and the Digital Social
Science Lab, Copenhagen University.
A 3-day hackathon organised by
OpenData Dk in collaboration with
tourist bodies and organisations at
national as well as local level.
By use of data of various kinds the
invitation is to propose solutions for
a new era of tourism.

An annual hackathon held in
combined efforts across a large
number of cultural institutions –
specifically inviting creative use of
various cultural heritages related
open data / data made available.
Table 6: List of similar/inspiring initiatives to the Danish pilot

4.2

weeklong intensive ‘sprint’
effort as our colleagues; but are
greatly inspired by their use of
digital methods.

At AAU Service Systems design
students are in fact working on
this new vision of tourism in
their spring projects 2017 – and
tourism figures as a hot topic for
us to work on. Therefore we will
learn as much as possible from
this hackathon – as we are in
contact with the organisers.
One prominent idea at the
moment is in fact to host a
follow-up tourism hackathon in
another region of Denmark –
also with OpenData Dk as a
partner.
We’ve initiated dialogue with
some of the people behind
these hack-efforts characterising
the “hackathon scene” of
Copenhagen.

Milan

Despite the relevance of the issue considered for the first hackathon cycle, we decided to modify the
focus of the second cycle towards a new challenge. This decision is due to several reasons.
First, the challenge related to transparency in decision making of urban transformations is mostly a
political one. The first hackathon cycle managed to approach the issue in two distinct environments,
civil society and local public administration, and was successful in activating a process of thematic
data creation/disclosure pushed by civic demand but also crucial to improving administrative
effectiveness. During the post-hack work, the O4C team worked at two different levels: 1) technical
integration of the hackathon solution into the municipal geo-portal service, which also required an
important effort to improve and standardize the disclosure of some datasets; 2) widening the public
administration commitment to guarantee transparency along the decision-making process for urban
transformations i.e. starting much earlier than at the time of setting up a construction site. While we
were successful at level 1, our effort at level 2 appears too demanding and not likely to produce a
viable solution in any time consistent with the O4C project agenda. Despite this forced decision, and
in coherence with the deep interest in the domain of transparency of the POLIMI department and
team involved in the O4C project, we will continue supporting the City of Milan in becoming more
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and more responsive towards this massive and absolutely legitimate request from civil society and in
that respect, we have promised to organize another transparency hackathon as soon as new and
crucial data sets become available. This will happen soon, but probably not within the O4C deadline.
In the meantime, we are supporting the City administration in creating a step-wise approach to
digitalize some decision-making procedures in order to start creating some useful data sets. We will
keep the O4C partnership updated on the upcoming developments in this domain.
Another reason for readdressing the focus of our project work is that the important success
achieved by the first hackathon cycle has activated a series of requests to adopt new challenges (see
Deliverable 1.2 for more information on this). Among them one appeared as challenging as the one
faced within the first hackathon cycle: the right to housing. The City of Milan has received a similar
number of affordable housing demands for 40 years. Although several initiatives have been carried
out, this demand stays unchanged, showing that the problem is growing.

Figure 3: Protests for the right to housing

The affordable housing offer is divided in two different components. The first is related to the public
houses assigned, according to very complex ranking mechanisms, to people who are not able to
provide such a resource to themselves and their families; in these cases, people are not allowed to
choose, they are simply assigned a public good. The second component is related to a large variety
of houses having different origins: it can be a public property, it can be private, and it can be private
but constrained by construction permit agreements.
In addition to these differences, also diverse is the nature of these goods accessibility: in some cases,
the renting rate is affordable; in other cases, buying the house is affordable. In the latter case,
however, it is difficult to know what property is available and where. Such difficulty is amplified by
two facts, namely that: 1) the property is not univocally public; 2) the different kinds of affordability
make the offer very unclear and difficult to capture. These two problems make the problem of the
right to housing even more acute as the offer is not only insufficient but also “hidden” to the people.
Finally, the decision to adopt this new challenge is also explained by the very recent explorative
experience of the POLIMI research work entitled milano4rent, which was aiming at the creation of a
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map of the whole public and private patrimony that is devoted to affordable housing. For the first
time in the history of Milan, this research has revealed the localisation of some of the City’s largest
private properties: relevant to the topic at hand is that several owners, although not being public
institutions or compelled by any norm, make these properties available at affordable conditions,
pushed by philanthropic considerations.

4.2.1

Specification of the challenge or new challenge

For the reasons explained in the previous paragraph, the Milano pilot will develop the second
Hackathon cycle around a new challenge: the right to affordable housing. This challenge poses
several problems to the pre-hack work:
1) There is a variety of data owners. They are also owners of the diffused housing estate but
very rarely informing about conditions and current occupation regime of the patrimony. In
addition, there are several intermediary actors trying to match housing needs with the
existing offer.
2) The challenge owners are not organized. They are a dispersed and fragmented whole which
is difficult to capture and engage in a process of solution development.
3) Data is hardly and rarely available, due to the disperse geography of sources as well as to the
extreme fragmentation of their management as well as data production mechanisms.
In the following table, we have identified some of the actors/stakeholders considered key for the
chosen challenge; the list is obviously neither complete nor confirmed, referring to the fact that we
still need to identify and contact the “right” reference persons. Some of the actors, working as
intermediaries, will hopefully play the role of bridge towards the citizens of Milan who are directly
interested in or affected by this social problem.

Sector

Name

Contact

Description and Note

Gabriele Rabaiotti
(municipal
alderman)

Already met during the pre-hack phase of the
st
1 cycle. This alderman has proposed to have
the second cycle on the right to housing
challenge.

Unit for public estate
management

Silvia Brandodoro

Met in March 2017: she is the manager of the
whole public estate in Milan, including the
large, still badly kept, housing resources. Other
meetings are already planned in May 2017

Metropolitana
Milanese

To be Identified

A public company responsible of the public
housing management.

Milano4Rent initiative

Francesca Cognetti

This is a research carried out by DAStU at
Polimi that developed a platform for

Unit
for
investments
Housing

public
and

Government
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Academia

Business

accessible hosing mapping in Milano
School of Information
Engineering

Antonio Capone

Already alerted for the second cycle.

Not yet identified

-

Possible candidates are the associations of real
estate agents operating in the City.

Fondazione
Sociale

Housing

Giordana Ferri

Fondazione
Ambrosiano

Welfare

To be Identified

These are two Milan based Foundations
running support activities for better access to
housing.
In some cases, they also make available
important economic resources for this
purpose

Civil Society

La Cordata

To be Identified

Milano is rich in cooperatives activating
several accessible housing initiatives. La
Cordata is one of them and has already
cooperated with the POLIMI team in a
previous project.

Table 7: Organisations and key personnel contacted during the Pre-Hack phase in Italy

4.2.2

Ownership, or – who is in charge of the hackathon organisation?

The second hackathon cycle in Milan will be mainly in charge of the POLIMI team that is now
planning a relevant pre-hack phase, apparently needing important data disclosure initiatives.
The alignment between available data and the challenge specification will also be affected by the
identification of the stakeholder probably becoming the owner/supplier of the information
disclosure service. When identified, we imagine this stakeholder may join the POLIMI team and
possibly share the hackathon organization’s responsibility and tasks.

4.2.3

Motivation, or – why do we need a hackathon?

A hackathon is needed especially if it is carried out using the O4C approach: the creation of an
ecosystem of actors around this challenge represents the main goal of the pre-hack phase. In
addition to this, the lack of data, their dispersion and incompleteness, their different structures due
to the diversity in data ownership and property management styles, make the organization of an
O4C hackathon fundamental to find out possible solutions for such an urgent need/challenge.

4.2.4

Approach, or – how do we organise the hackathon?

Having mind to the methodological overview done at the early stages of the project, and especially
the “funnel-like” representation of the O4C hackathon workflow, the Milan pilot will be undertaking
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adopt

the

corresponding

methods

and

tools

during

Activities

Methodologies/Tools

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Identification

Interviews

Interviews decoding;
Needs mapping

x

Narratives
Elicitation

Concept specification; Reporting

x

x

(Open) Data
discovery and
disclosure

Data validation; Cleaning

x

x

Matching with
available data

Data needs identification; Mapping
challenges over datasets; Data
visualization

x

x

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Selection

Summer

Sub-phases

Spring

Phases

Autumn

the following activities and
Spring/Summer/Autumn 2017:

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Specification

Meetings and
Workshops

Problem structuring; Delphi
methodology

x

Pre-Hack
& Hack

Solution
Exploration

Idea generation
workshop

Brainstorming and Data visualization

x

Service Jam

Co-design tools

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

TBD

TBD

x

Hack

Hack

Hack &
Post-Hack

Post-Hack

Post-Hack

Solution
ideation

Solution
Specification

Prototype
Ideation

Prototype
Development

Prototype
Testing

Table 8: Phases, activities and methods/tools used in the Italian pilot
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It is far too early to plan the methodological setting of the second hackathon event and the related
post hack phase. The related cells in the above table are therefore left empty, because we strongly
believe the ecosystem we will create and the data sets we will identify, explore and eventually
disclose are going to affect the structure and the timing of the entire cycle. Still we can confirm that
a driving principle will be for us the perspective of creating a new or better service to be integrated
inside the service platform of any of the involved stakeholders. This attitude will also influence the
methodological setting of the prototyping and testing phases.

4.2.5

Management, or – where to and how do we drive operations?

The second hackathon cycle agenda is overlapping with the exploration of the ODL (Open Data Lab)
scenario and its setting up. This represents an opportunity for the Milan pilot to develop some tests
going in this direction.
The planned second cycle in facts introduces significant differences with respect to the previous one.
First of all, data owners are no longer only public, which enlarges significantly the breadth of the
potential ecosystem to be created and managed. This also asks for a deeper reflection on the way
data owners will deal with the entire process, as they potentially represent the future service
suppliers.
When more stakeholders are interested in the Hackathon outputs and results, issues to be solved
will be:
1) what role will they play?
2) who will become the future owner of the generated solution/service?
3) who will formally launch the challenge at the hackathon event as guest of the event itself?
4) should these stakeholders be asked to sponsor the event, for example supplying the prizes?
5) how to guarantee that the solution becomes a service oriented to collective interest and not
to the specific interest of one specific stakeholder?
Second, the difficult interaction with the challenge owners (i.e. the citizens whose right to housing is
not fully guaranteed) will widen the power of those foundations and associations who actually
represent their interests, but also introduce their own interpretations of the problem. This
introduces other relevant issues in the perspective of the ODL:
1) what are the real “sensors” of the challenges to be adopted by the ODL?
2) should an ODL also be a sensor of “hackable” urban problems?
3) how to render the process attractive to individual citizens without making its eventual
ownership a reason for people to keep distance?

4.2.6

Structure, or – what is the hackathon agenda, micro-organisation, etc.

The overall process is at such an early stage that no reflection on these aspects has been done yet.
Most likely, we will replicate the structure adopted on the occasion of the first hackathon event.
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4.2.7

Needed resources, or – what has to be provided by the organisers to the
participants

Evidently, the most important resource for the second hackathon cycle will be data. This is not new
at all with respect to the first cycle experience and demonstrates that the biggest role of the ODL is
and will be in data searching and procurement. The hackathon concept appears sort of embedded in
this perspective, as the ODL is clearly asked to “hack the context” for disclosing more new data sets.
The pre-hack phase represents a sort of opportunity here: if the challenge set has a strong service
perspective orientation then data disclosure may become a business advantage for some of the
actors who also own the data.
Thus, the key ODL related issues that become relevant in this case are twofold:
1) should ODLs play the role of driving and pushing data disclosure? this would imply that the
ODL becomes a sort of policy actor able to transform this task into a driver of sustainability
(profitability would be too much)
2) does this compel the ODL to become a public service?

4.2.8

Who states the mission and proposes the thematic contents?

POLIMI as challenge owner, with the qualifications stated in point 4.2.2 above.

4.2.9

Other special characteristics, or – what differentiates this experience from other
similar ones?

To our knowledge, this experience is quite unique in the selected domain, at least in Italy/Europe,
although related to some ongoing ones in the City of Milan, as explained before (in the introduction
to this subsection).
However, in the US, several “housing hackathons” can be retrieved from the state of the art, which
will serve as sources of inspiration to our initiative. Some of them are presented in the following
table:
INITIATIVE
Seattle “Hack Housing” (Feb 7-8,
2015) encouraged to use public
government data (many of which
compiled ad hoc by the U.S. Dept.
of Housing & Urban Development)
to build solutions that help people
find affordable and accessible
places to live — specifically firsttime homebuyers, senior citizens,
and low-income renters.
Chicago “Latin@ Hackathon” (Dec
11, 2016) focused on the issue of
fair housing and Latino community
development. Rising rents and low
incomes have led to increased

CHARACTERISTICS
Ideas ranged from a social network that
helps people find accommodating
roommates, to software that calculates
the return on investment for landlords
interested in offering space to lowincome renters, to a tool that lets senior
citizens filter available housing based on
specific accessibility requirements like
ramped entryways, wide doorways, or
supportive bars in the bathroom.
No information can be retrieved online.
This event may have been cancelled due
to lack of participants.

HOW O4C IS DIFFERENT
While using a very similar
approach (including to public
data disclosure), the aims of
our initiative see the role of
public administration (and of
local philanthropists) more
prominent as providers of
housing solutions to people
in need.
The social inspiration of this
initiative is pretty close to
ours, but it was lacking the
support of the City, which we
will be actively search and
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evictions of long-term residents
and closures of Latino cultural
spaces in the City
Cleveland “Housing Hackathon” Compared to the Seattle experience, the
(Apr 7-8, 2017) hosted more than prizes offered were comparatively lower
200 techies, critical thinkers, civic and the solutions awarded looked more
leaders, and county residents to like mock-ups than working prototypes.
find solutions to the challenge:
“How can we help Clevelanders in
the Housing Choice Voucher
program better select wellresourced neighbourhoods that
meet their needs?”
University of California Santa A typical event for students and coders,
Barbara’s Yearly Hackathon (Jan with a generalist approach.
20-22, 2017) was not thematically
oriented to our topic of interest
but the winning prototype has
been an app helping to find open
housing opportunities
Table 9: List of similar/inspiring initiatives to the Italian pilot

4.3

maintain.

The support of the County is
evident but related to an
already
existing
policy
program, based on vouchers,
which is not applicable to the
case of Milan.

We will involve IT students
from
the
technical
universities of Milan but the
challenge will be less generic
as explained above.

Barcelona

For the second cycle, the Barcelona pilot will follow a co-creative approach to the organisation of cocreation events. The deployment strategy will be centred on exploring institutional alliances for the
co-organisation of the hackathon processes, between i2CAT as local O4C pilot coordinator on the
one hand, and public administrations and other government-related entities with a mandate to
promote citizen-centred open data innovation on the other hand.
At the time of writing, three of such opportunities had fructified in an agreement for the joint
planning of three hackathon processes:
- Environmental education
- Transparency in public procurement
- Local culture valorisation

4.3.1

Specification of the challenge or new challenge

In the first iteration of this deliverable, D1.6, three high-level domains (Health, Urban services and
Local culture) were preselected as the most adequate for the Catalan pilot, based on their relevance
for the everyday lives of the citizens. The second cycle will move forward in this direction and focus
on two of the topics identified.
To better focus the events on specific challenges, the hackathons in this second cycle will be monothematic, as opposed to the one-hack-three-topics configuration of the first cycle. More specifically,
two co-creation activities will be carried out for the urban services topic, and one for the local
culture topic
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Environmental education hackathon
The environmental education hackathon process is co-organised in collaboration with e-Madina
Smart City Cluster of Casablanca (Morocco). The hack event will take place in May 19-20.
The topic of the event is citizen sensitization and education to the environment. The hack event tries
to build upon the momentum generated by the 2016 Marrakesh climate conference to help position
Morocco as a leader in environment protection. A number of specific challenges will be presented to
the hack participants:
- How can we use open data for better information on public transportation?
- How can we reduce pollution and waste with usage of open data?
- Other challenges to be defined
The goal is to define web services / apps / data analytics or visualisations that generate social value
by reusing open data, empowering the citizens to tackle urban challenges. Participants will interact
with the provided open data to understand opportunities they allow. This interaction may eventuate
in the design of mockups; however, although encouraged, there is no programming required to
submit a project.
The co-creation activity is carried out in the framework of an Open Data Spring School, in occasion of
the Smart City Expo Casablanca conference. The election of a location which is outside of Europe,
albeit nearby, will allow the Barcelona pilot to experiment with the transferability of the O4C model
to very different cultural and socioeconomic contexts, exploring the feasibility and potential of the
O4C hacks as a globally relevant open data co-creation and skill-building methodology.
Transparency in public procurement hackathon
The transparency in public procurement hackathon process is co-organised in collaboration with the
Department of Transparency, Open Data and Open Government of the Catalan Regional
Government. The hack event will take place in July 7-8.
The goal of the hackathon will be to define web services and apps that use open data to empower
citizens towards a public procurement which is legally and ethically impeccable, socially responsible
and economically efficient. The web services or apps defined by the citizens would become modules
or functionalities of a kind of open dashboard of public procurement. This dashboard would contain
a set of tools and services co-created with the collaboration of all stakeholders, which the
government provides for citizens to contribute to a better public procurement. The following
challenges are proposed as starting hypotheses:
- Improving the efficiency of public procurement
- Fraud and control of illegal or unethical practices
- Improving the quality of suppliers
- And other challenges detected during the pre-hack preparatory meetings and exploration of
context
Local culture hackathon
The local culture hackathon process is co-organised in collaboration with the Cultural Innovation
Directorate of the Department of Culture of the Barcelona City Council. The hack event is scheduled
to take place in a Friday and Saturday of the months of October or November.
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The third hack of the Barcelona pilot’s second cycle will be part of a larger agreement with the
Barcelona City Council’s Department of Culture, with the purpose of deploying an Open Data Lab
prototype in the Canòdrom citizen’s innovation laboratory. As such, it will constitute a major step
towards the implementation of a “physical ODL” scenario in the city.
The Barcelona OpenDataLab activities in 2017 will focus on two main thematic areas of the world of
urban culture: local performing arts and cultural heritage and museums. The OpenDataLab activities
in these subject areas will have the common goal of exploring the social, economic and cultural
impact that open data technologies can have on these two specific areas in the world of urban
culture. The focus of the tasks will follow three lines of work which can be mapped closely to the
work carried out in the Open4Citizens project:
- the development of methodologies for open co-creation with data that empowers citizens
to generate solutions to the challenges of urban culture
- strengthening the local cultural ecosystem of innovation with the training and deployment
of open data technologies
- and the promotion and coordination of channels for citizen participation in cultural
innovation with open data
In the field of local performing arts, the emphasis will be placed on the window of opportunity that
open data technologies can provide in fields like experimenting with new hybrid forms of performing
arts, attracting new audiences, the innovative management processes of creation, production and
marketing, and interaction with educational and training environments.
As for the cultural heritage and museums, the attention will focus on the possibilities of social value
creation offered by open data technologies in areas such as the teaching of cultural heritage in
schools and educational institutions, generating new museum discourses, public participation in
scientific projects (citizen science), open management of cultural institutions, and public reflection
on the role of cultural heritage in the construction of social identities.
The third topic, health, was also explored at the beginning of the planning process for the second
hack cycle. Unfortunately, this topic had to be discontinued as a topic for the pilot, for two main
reasons. First, the same level of interest and commitment that was achieved for urban services and
local culture entities could not be obtained from local health-related organizations. And second, as
found out in the activities of the first cycle, there exist important legal and structural limitations to
the availability of many relevant datasets in the area of health, Given these issues, without an active
participation of crucial local health organizations (i.e. hospitals, health research centers, public
authorities) in the production of the second cycle, it was impossible to proceed further on this topic.
In the table below, a list of the entities already contacted is presented. These contacts have shaped
the planning for the second cycle.
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Sector

Government

Academia

Contact

Position

Entity

Núria Espuny

Director General of
Transparency and Open Data

Catalan Regional Government

Jordi Graells

Director General of Citizen
Services

Catalan Regional Government

Òscar Abril

Director of Citizen Innovation,
Dept. of Culture

Barcelona City Council

Xabier
Barandiarán

Director of Research and
Innovation, Dept. of Citizen
Participation

Barcelona City Council

Mercè Fígols

Open Data Portal Coordinator,
Municipal Institute of
Informatics

Barcelona City Council

Francesca Bria

Chief Technology and Digital
Innovation Officer, Municipal
Institute of Informatics

Barcelona City Council

Aawatif Hayar

Professor

University Hassan II Casablanca

Ramon
Sanguesa

Professor

Polytechnic University of Catalonia

Dimosthenis
Karatzas

Professor

Autonomous University of Barcelona

Eric Pradel

Smart City Cluster project
manager

e-Madina Smart City Cluster of
Casablanca

Lourdes Muñoz

Local chapter coordinator

Open Data Institute

Simona Levi

Founder

X-net

Karma Peiró

Director & Open Data Journalist

Nació Digital Newspaper

Business

Civil Society
Table 10: Organisations and key personnel contacted during the Pre-Hack phase in Spain

4.3.2

Ownership, or – who is in charge of the hackathon organisation?

The hackathons of the second cycle will be organised through partnerships with local public
administrations which are already active and involved in promoting citizen innovation with open
data.
It is expected that this approach will result in a number of benefits:
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-

-

4.3.3

much higher implication of key challenge owners and dataset providers during the prehack phase
higher likelihood that the solutions generated at the hackathon are implemented,
through formulas such as seed funding prizes, innovative pre-commercial procurement,
lower total production and scoping costs for the full hackathon process, as the pre-hack
and post-hack phases can be expedited with the involvement of the partner
organisation, and a portion of the direct costs of the hackathon may be borne by the
partner organisation as well (therefore, making feasible the organisation of more
hackathon processes than the one originally envisioned in the second cycle with the
same level of EC financing)
as a result of the success of these co-organised hackathon processes, the creation of
opportunities to obtain political support and financial backing to implement a “physical
Open Data Lab” that will carry on the activities of the Barcelona pilot in the post-O4C
period.

Motivation, or – why do we need a hackathon?

The three hackathon processes have the same motivation: involving the citizens in the generation of
urban services that tackle problems for which traditional non-co-creative innovation approaches
have failed to deliver efficiently. In this sense, the pertinence and adequacy of the O4C hackathon
model has been recognised by the co-organising entities, and will be put to test in the course of this
second cycle of the Barcelona pilot.

4.3.4

Approach, or – how do we organise the hackathon?

The table below is an abstraction of the co-organization approach that will be applied to the three
events in the second cycle. Where relevant, the specificities of each of the three hackathon
processes are detailed, so that a better appraisal of the overall approach can be made:
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Phases

Sub-phases

Activities

Methodologies/Tools

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Identification

Reflections and follow-ups on the first hackathon
cycle, meetings with co-organising entity

Analysis and interviews

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Selection

Stakeholder meetings, desk research

Analysis and interviews,
quick ethnographies

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Specification

Stakeholder meetings, desk research

Analysis and interviews,
quick ethnographies

Data exploration, data visualization, defining data
requests

Data exploration sprint
(data jam)

Pre-Hack &
Hack

Solution
Exploration

Data collection, data analysis, data visualization,
Open4Citizens starter kit

Data tools, O4C
inspiration cards, O4C
starter kit tools

Hack

Solution
ideation

Co-creation, prototyping

Ideation tools, service
design tools, O4C starter
kit tools, prototyping
methods, O4C platform

Hack

Solution
Specification

Co-creation, prototyping

Ideation tools, service
design tools, O4C starter
kit tools, prototyping
methods, O4C platform

Hack & PostHack

Prototype
Ideation

Co-creation, prototyping
prototyping

Ideation tools, service
design tools, O4C starter
kit tools, prototyping
methods, O4C platform

Post-Hack

Prototype
Development

Software development and service
implementation
- Environmental education hackathon: solutions
implemented by city council departments
- Transparency hackathon: three best solutions
opened as open source projects, government
provides seed funding to kick-start
development
- Local culture hackathon: the ODL provides
mentoring, incubation and access to funding
opportunities

Agile development,
expert mentoring, project
incubation

Post-Hack

Prototype
Testing

User test planning and pilot coordination

User testing, Usercentered design

Table 11 Phases, activities and methods/tools used in the Spanish pilot
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4.3.5

Management, or – where to and how do we drive operations?

The realities of event co-ownership also force the need of agreement between the O4C pilot
coordinating entity and the local co-producing organisation. In the tables below, you can find the
ideal work plan and calendar for the tasks involving production of a hackathon process, and the
breakdown and allocation of responsibilities between partners in the three co-production scenarios
of the second cycle in the Barcelona pilot.
Work plan for the production of the event:
Online kick-off plenary meeting to start the hack preparation process. Detailed
work plan and budget is defined. Start of bi-weekly online follow-up meetings
to check progress.
Definition of communication plan, participant recruitment plan and event
production plan. Communication of ‘Save the Date’ to prospective participants
through websites, offline actions and direct contact. Allocation of personnel
for local production team to handle tasks. Booking of venue for event.
Setup of event recruitment page (via Eventbrite or similar). Intensification of
communication and participant recruitment. Hiring of hack event facilitators.
Analysis and preparation of datasets and digital tools.
Production of event logistics (preparation of venue, internet connection,
catering, etc.). Focus of recruitment efforts on underrepresented profiles and
demographics. Production of co-creation methodology and entrepreneurship
process (templates, cards, etc.). Final test of datasets and digital tools.
Confirmation of attendance of key participants. Preparation of work groups on
the basis of the registered attendees. Preparation of the venue for the event.
Resolution of last minute issues.
Hack event
Cleanup of the venue. Post-event communication. Editing of hack promotional
video. Start of post-hack process.

Event minus 60-45 days

Event minus 45-40 days

Event minus 40-30 days

Event minus 30-10 days

Event minus 7 days

Event days
Event plus 1-10 days

Task breakdown and allocation:
Task

Environment
education
hackathon

Open4Citizens hackathon methodology & support
for event preparation
Travel, accommodation and other direct costs for
Open4Citizens hackathon personnel to oversee hack
event
Local production team (3-4 local people experienced
with citizen co-creation events to handle event
production, communication and recruitment)

Pilot
coordinator
Pilot
coordinator
Event coorganiser

Transparency in
public
procurement
hackathon
Pilot
coordinator
Pilot
coordinator

Local culture
hackathon

Split between
event coorganiser & pilot

Pilot
coordinator

Pilot
coordinator
Pilot
coordinator
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Event production (venue, internet connection,
caterings, etc.)

Event coorganiser

Event communication in local language & local
participant recruitment

Event coorganiser

Hack event facilitators (1 local expert facilitator for
each 3-4 groups, for a total of 3-5 facilitators – could
be also part of production team)
Prizes for winners

coordinator
Event coorganiser

Event coorganiser

Split between
event coorganiser & pilot
coordinator
Event coorganiser

Split between
event coorganiser & pilot
coordinator
Split between
event coorganiser & pilot
coordinator
Pilot
coordinator

Event coorganiser

Event coorganiser

Event coorganiser

Table 12: Planning of activities in Barcelona

4.3.6

Structure, or – what is the hackathon agenda, micro-organisation, etc.

The first hackathons already have an agenda draft. Both will be based on a custom implementation
of the O4C methodology, to fit the format, agenda and context of each of the hacks. It will combine
elements of open data inspiration, concept ideation and project implementation, in a two-step
process of idea divergence and convergence. The templates used for the session will be adapted
from the O4C templates generated in the EU-funded project.
Environmental education hackathon
Start of day 1. Participant registration and welcome
Formal opening of event by local public authorities
Invited experts’ presentations
Lunch break
Presentation of creathon, explanation of event agenda and methodology
Assembling of groups, selection of topics
Co-creation methodology – brainstorming, concept definition, open data
exploration
Co-creation methodology – mockup generation, prototype implementation,
demo preparation, idea pitch preparation
Project submission and idea pitch
Coffee break (in parallel, judges assemble and assess projects)
Announcement of winners and prize ceremony
End of day 1
Start of day 2
PhD seminar
End of day 2

th

Friday 19 May

8:45
9:00
9:15
13:00
13:30
13:45
14:00
16:00

th

Saturday 20 May

17:15
17:45
18:15
18:30
8:45
9:00
13:00

Transparency in public procurement hackathon
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Start of day 1. Participant registration and welcome
Formal opening of event by local public authorities
Presentation of creathon, explanation of event agenda and methodology
Invited experts’ presentations
Assembling of groups, selection of topics
Co-creation methodology – brainstorming, concept definition, open data
exploration
End of day 1
Start of day 2
Co-creation methodology – mockup generation, prototype implementation,
demo preparation, idea pitch preparation
Lunch break
Project submission and idea pitch
Coffee break (in parallel, judges assemble and assess projects)
Announcement of winners and prize ceremony
Final celebration
End of day 2

Friday 7th July

15:00
15:15
15:30
15:45
16:45
17:00

Saturday 8th July

21:00
9:00
9:05
13:00
18:00
18:30
19:30
19:45
21:00

Local culture hackathon
For the third hackathon on local culture, scheduled to be held in October-November, no agenda is
yet available. However, the plan is to arrange for a two-day event, with the following tentative
structure:
Formal opening of event by local public authorities, explanation of hackathon
process, and invited experts’ presentations
Co-creation methodology – brainstorming, concept definition, open data exploration
Co-creation methodology – mockup generation, prototype implementation, demo
preparation, idea pitch preparation
Project submission, idea pitch, announcement of winners and prize ceremony

4.3.7

Day 1

9:00-13:00

Day 2

14:00-20:00
9:00-17:00
17:00-20:00

Needed resources, or – what has to be provided by the organisers to the
participants

As regards the total needed resources for the organisation of a hackathon, only minor changes have
been detected from the list of items provided in D1.6.
The expanded and updated list of items is as follows:
Event production assets
- Venue
- Tables, chairs and sofas for breakout area
- Projector and large screen for presentations
- Coffee, drinks and sweet snacks for 6 breaks (mid-morning and mid-afternoon, each day)
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IT assets
-

Beers and savoury snacks, for final last day party

O4C Platform, available 24/7
Access to the relevant thematic datasets
Open data technical support, either online or in person
Laptops, at least one per team, contributed by the participants
High-speed Wi-Fi connection for all participants

Methodological assets
- Scoping Matrix, with the challenges, datasets and groups clearly stated out and validated
- Colour printouts of all templates from D2.4, in sufficient number
- Possibly, an online forms tool so that all forms can be completed and submitted digitally,
thus easing participant workflow and project documentation efforts
Personnel
- The core hackathon production team must direct the whole hackathon process and
coordinate all involved personnel
- Hackathon facilitators, one per every 2-4 groups of participants must be available for the
duration of the hackathon
- An event production support specialist, to oversee all logistical-related issues and liaise
with the venue
- An open data technical support specialist
- If available, a dedicated communication specialist, to handle social network and
dissemination activities
- If available, a video documentation specialist, to produce the promotional video on the
event

4.3.8

Who states the mission and proposes the thematic contents?

The first step towards the definition of the thematic contents of the hackathon process involves the
pilot coordinator and the co-organising entity, which agree on a broadly defined topic in an open
and bilateral negotiation. With this broad agreement in place, the pre-hack effort is launched, with
an ethnographically-inspired process devoted to contacting key informants, understanding their
context, and eliciting their needs. This is an iterative process, in which the hackathon organisation
team homes in on a set of challenges for which there is sufficient open data to craft a solution, and a
community willing to co-create such solutions.
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4.3.9

Other special characteristics, or – what differentiates this experience from other
similar ones?

Based upon the experience and insights of the first cycle, and our experience in the preparation of
the second, we believe that there are three key differences between the hackathon process of the
O4C model and a “standard model” hackathon. These are:
- The inclusion of citizens with little or no data skills in an open innovation process, by which their
data literacy is enhanced - while they collaborate with domain experts and professionals with
advanced data and IT skills in co-creating open data solutions to urban challenges (which tells
O4C apart from traditional hackathons in which only people with advanced IT skills are
encouraged and allowed to participate)
- The embedding of our OpenDataLab in a quadruple helix innovation ecosystem, which involves
citizens in co-creating not only the solutions but also the features and the activities of the
laboratory (which makes O4C different from approaches such as the School of Data Summer
Camps, which do not take into account the need to position data literacy activities within a
context where the increased data skills of citizens can be deployed in cooperation with other key
urban stakeholders to meet societal challenges)
- An explicit commitment to the creation of social value, that is to the valorisation of open data
with the purpose of addressing urban challenges with and for the citizens (which tells O4C apart
from more corporate-oriented initiatives such as ODI, which seem to embrace a business model
geared towards the provision of consulting services to large companies).

4.4

Karlstad

The context for the O4C Hackathon is the residential area of Kronoparken in the city of Karlstad.
With its roughly 11 000 inhabitants, Kronoparken is a mix of cultures and nationalities in its local
community, but also hosts the Karlstad University with its 16 000 students and staff of 1 200
persons. Within the community there is also a public health care center, a dental service and a
pharmacy working with supporting the community with living a healthy life.
Given the context, and the many challenges and possibilities given in a multicultural society, The
Karlstad hackathon explores: “How can citizens use open data to co-design services that improve
their quality of life and prevention of welfare related diseases”.
The overall rationale for this is that public healthcare is under pressure from diminishing economic
resources and increasing pressure for quality from trained and more knowledgeable patients.
Therefore, it is a long-term strategic choice and ambition of the County Council to improve in the
integration of the patient resources in both the delivery as well as in the innovation of healthcare
services.
For the Hackathon cycles the ambition and plan has been to address these issues from intertwining
angles. The first cycle addressed service innovation around preventive care, whereas the second
cycle will address services around wellbeing. Our plan is that the perspective can build on and add to
collaborative learning and strengthen possibilities for innovation.
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4.4.1

Specification of the challenge or new challenge

Due to the success with establishing a local eco-system for O4C in the Karlstad Pilot and due to
added external project funding for development of an ODL (working name of xKrp, for experience
lab Kronoparken) we will keep on going according to plan. We have formulated the following themes
to scale up engagement and severity over time: wellbeing, self-care and healthcare.
The stakeholders involved in the designing and execution of planned activities includes the
established eco-system and stakeholder group already established in the first cycle of hackathon,
namely the following:

County Council of Varmland/Experio Lab
Government

Regional Dental Healthcare Services
Kronoparken Primary Health Care Center
Region Värmland
Karlstad Municipality
Karlstad University

Academia

RISE - Research Institutes of Sweden
Karlstad Innovation Park

Business

Redpill LinPro
Know-IT
Swedish Pharmacy
Ett öppnare Kronoparken

Civil Society

Fritidsbanken
Civic Karlstad
Wellness Värmland

Table 13: Organisations involved in the Pre-Hack phase in Sweden

All of these partners have a dedicated contact person for working with O4C. We also aim to use the
network and eco-system developed in the first phase to bring new partners on board for the second
cycle.
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4.4.2

Ownership, or – who is in charge of the hackathon organisation?

County Council of Varmland/Experio Lab will be in charge of the organisation by working in close
partnership with RISE Service Labs.

4.4.3

Motivation, or – why do we need a hackathon?

We want to build on the first cycle and further develop:
- The interest and will be from service providers to use open data as a way to engage and
involve with citizens in service innovation.
- Facilitate and nurture the interest shown by citizens at Kronoparken for using open data as a
way to increase quality of life.
- Strengthen and develop collaboration in the existing eco-system.
- Further develop the possibilities to form the ODL, xKrp.

4.4.4

Approach, or – how do we organise the hackathon?

The planning of the second cycle has not yet started. Due personal changes within the County
Council/Experio Lab the pilot has been understaffed for the spring of 2017 and we have been forced
to wait to plan the second cycle. However we are comfortable to make up for lost ground given the
strong relations, experience, network and eco-system build during the first cycle.
Main changes to be made from 1st to 2nd cycle include:
 A greater engagement by the Research Institutes of Sweden in the project facilitation.
 More focus on feedbacking the process within the County Council.
 Less focus on opening up data of local relevance and more focus on finding locally based
issues that can be addressed with data driven innovation.
 Widening the ecosystem to include other actors with an interest in bridging the gap between
open data and citizens outside of the health theme.
The activities, methods and tools to be used in the Swedish pilot are not yet specifically planned.

4.4.5

Management, or – where to and how do we drive operations?

Main challenges to be addressed include:
- Finding structures to enabled hackathon outputs to gain momentum in the post-hackathon
phase;
- Finding a long term scaling strategy for the ODL/Community Experience Data Lab with
citizens involvement at heart;
- Feedback into the County Council policies.
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4.4.6

Structure, or – what is the hackathon agenda, micro-organisation, etc.

We are at a too early stage of development to be able to foresee an agenda for the hackathon.

4.4.7

Needed resources, or – what has to be provided by the organisers to the
participants

Needs and resources will be clearly specified once the pre-hack process will be in an advanced state
and the hackathon agenda will be outlined.

4.4.8

Who states the mission and proposes the thematic contents?

Mission and thematic contents will be planned by stakeholders and citizens collaboratively during
the pre-hack phase.

4.4.9

Other special characteristics, or – what differentiates this experience from other
similar ones?

Not applicable.

4.5

Rotterdam

The second hackathon cycle of the Rotterdam pilot builds on the successes of the first hackathon
cycle, continuing on the same topic with the same partners.

4.5.1

Specification of the challenge or new challenge

The initial topic of the Rotterdam pilot was concerning the self-management of parks, and by
working on this case, to establish better connections between the key activists from the grassroots
communities of Rotterdam and the key innovators from the local municipality.
The self-management of parks as a topic involves a complex case around the “Right to Challenge”
and to balance the playing field between the government and citizen initiatives. Furthermore, the
self-maintenance of parks challenges participatory budgeting on who pays for the improved
greenery.
The hackathon challenge will address the self-maintenance of parks and their societal added value in
the sense of preventive healthcare.
The core group of people and organisations involved in the 2nd hackathon cycle are much the same
as in the previous one. These include the following:
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Sector

Government

Academia

Contact person

Organisation

Gerard Nijboer

Municipality of Rotterdam, innovation officer

Brenda Breemen-Olij

Municipality of Rotterdam, innovation officer

Jochem Cooiman

Municipality of Rotterdam, Research and Business Innovation

Ingrid Mulder

TU Delft

Peter Kun

TU Delft

Tomasz Jaskiewicz

TU Delft

TBD

N/A

TBD

N/A

Robbert de Vriese

WIJ Delfshaven

Jelle van der Molen

WIJ Delfshaven

Business

Civil Society

Table 14: Organisations and contact persons involved in the Pre-Hack phase in The Netherlands

WIJ Delfshaven is an NGO working directly with the various park and healthcare initiatives in the
neighbourhood of Delfshaven. From the Municipality of Rotterdam, the involved actors are all
working on relationships with the local communities, innovation and open data. TU Delft’s
involvement in the organization is acting as main facilitator and providing a process and design
expertise.

4.5.2

Ownership, or – who is in charge of the hackathon organisation?

The hackathons are organized in collaboration by TU Delft, WIJ Delfshaven and the Municipality of
Rotterdam.
Besides that, the first hackathon has established a word-of-mouth local brand for the O4C
hackathon, and a second one is expected to maintain and expand the community.

4.5.3

Motivation, or – why do we need a hackathon?

There is a unanimous agreement that spending time in greenery improves quality of life and has
healthcare benefits. Therefore, a network of parks is working on the agenda to combine selfmaintained parks and part of their maintenance by care facilities. Working on this notion is the
narrowed problem statement for the second hackathon cycle, where we capitalize on preventive
healthcare experts and datasets to support the parks to build better argumentation for their case.
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Along these lines, the pilot’s theme is also to support citizen initiatives to better articulate their
societal added value.
Regarding the green environment there are plenty of environmental open datasets available by the
Dutch Meteorology Institute (DCMR), and it is possible to enrich these with crowdsourced citizengathered data (e.g., by Stadslab Luchtkwalitiet (translation: CityLab Air Quality). These datasets
together indicate that a data hackathon can help parks and care facilities to further develop their
agenda.

4.5.4

Approach, or – how do we organise the hackathon?

Having mind to the methodological overview done at the early stages of the project, and especially
the “funnel-like” representation of the O4C hackathon workflow, the Rotterdam pilot will be
undertaking the following activities and adopt the corresponding methods and tools:
Phases/Sub-phases

Activities

Methodologies/Tools

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Identification

Reflections and follow-ups on the
first hackathon cycle.

Analysis and interviews

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Selection

Decision-making; stakeholder
meeting

Decision-making tools

Pre-Hack

Challenge
Specification

Scoping of theme at an expert
session on preventive healthcare

Expert review

Data exploration, data
visualization, defining data
requests

Data exploration sprint
(data jam)

Pre-Hack & Hack

Solution
Exploration

Data collection, data analysis, data
visualization, Open4Citizens starter
kit

Data tools, O4C
inspiration cards, O4C
starter kit tools

Hack

Solution
ideation

Co-creation, prototyping

Ideation tools, service
design tools, O4C starter
kit tools, prototyping
methods

Hack

Solution
Specification

In-the-wild solution evaluation

User testing

Hack & Post-Hack

Prototype

Rapid prototyping, hi-fidelity

Human-centred design,
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Ideation

prototyping

hi-fidelity prototyping

Post-Hack

Prototype
Development

Software development and service
design

Agile development

Post-Hack

Prototype
Testing

Test planning and management

User testing

Table 15: Phases, activities and methods/tools used in the Dutch pilot

4.5.5

Management, or – where to and how do we drive operations?

The pre-hacks are expected to happen in the period of May-June 2017. Part of the pre-hacks are
continuation of ongoing work started in the first hackathon cycle, and another part is to better
frame our narrowed scope.
The major activities can be listed as follows:
Date

Activity

20 May 2017

Expert session on
healthcare

Feb – July 2017

Graduation project with
the case of Dakpark

Nov 2016 – June 2017

Graduation project with
the case of
communicating with
healthcare data

June 2017

Data sprint

October 2017

Hackathon

December 2017

Follow-up session to
solidify OpenDataLab
Rotterdam

Table 16: Planning of activities in Rotterdam
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4.5.6

Structure, or – what is the hackathon agenda, micro-organisation, etc.

It is currently undecided how long the hackathon event will run. The format we used (Friday 16-22h
and Saturday 8-18h) in the first cycle was optimal for our target group to be present at the event
(balancing the actors from the government, for who a weekend is a day-off, and balancing voluntary
citizen initiatives, for who the weekend is the main period to work on their initiative).
The location of the hackathon will remain in the district of Delfshaven, where our target group
initiatives are located in.

4.5.7

Needed resources, or – what has to be provided by the organisers to the
participants

A key resource needed for the second hackathon is to provide a curated, relevant set of datasets and
to arrive to the event with group of people that were trained during pre-hacks to be able and eager
to better work with data (e.g., students).

4.5.8

Who states the mission and proposes the thematic contents?

The thematic contents of the hackathons are set during the post-hack phase of the first cycle,
through shared agreement between TU Delft, WIJ Delfshaven and the Municipality of Rotterdam.
The actual challenges presented at the hackathon will be defined by the participating initiatives.

4.5.9

Other special characteristics, or – what differentiates this experience from other
similar ones?

The first hackathon in Rotterdam has been more focused on problem articulation than working out
solutions. To create a sustainable OpenDataLab in Rotterdam, we put our main focus on establishing
a community of city-makers (both from the top – government, and the bottom – citizen initiatives),
who can co-create shared visions for the future.

4.6

Overview

Based on the previously reported evidence, we have come to the following interim conclusions.

4.6.1

Timescale of O4C pilots

Following is a GANTT chart of all the project pilots:
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Figure 4: O4C pilots GANTT chart (as of April 30, 2017)

Overall, seven (rather than only five) hackathon week-ends are promised, as in one pilot there are
three planned events of such a kind. It will be interesting to observe and draw lessons from this
experience of overlapping (rather than merely consecutive) pre-hack phases and their impact on
project success.
As documented elsewhere by the O4C consortium (notably in Deliverable 3.4 – First Hackathons
Report), the post-hack phase of the previous cycle came to an end only during March 2017.
4.6.2

Thematic differences and overlaps

The majority of pilots decided to give continuity (albeit in different forms and with various intensities
– e.g. with multiple thematic streams running in parallel to one another) to the experience gained in
the first hackathon cycle, aiming at a second one with very similar, or strictly related, topics and
challenges. This is pretty much in line with the original inspiration of the O4C project, which was
indeed conceived of as an experimentation of 2 consecutive hackathon cycles, but leaves the door
open to the setup of an evaluative framework, which will weigh the advantages of a second “round”
with identical purposes against the costs (not only direct, but also opportunity costs) of not choosing
a different or alternative topic for the new cycle.
In turn, other two pilots have abandoned the previous thematic domains and are now focusing on
new ones, which is probably requiring an extra investment effort for setting up the communities of
interest in the pre-hack phase, while the pilots not doing so can probably take more benefit of the
networks already created.
Interestingly enough, all pilots commit themselves to further exploring the liaison between (open)
data and citizens engagement, most notably in the context of the (soon to be built) OpenDataLabs.
We can therefore expect from the 2nd cycle, a relatively broader range of IT solutions or at least
prototypes, some of which possibly translating into practice the ideas and concepts developed and
finalised at the end of the previous cycle.

4.6.3

Lessons learnt from the 1st hackathon cycle

Quoting from one of the pilot reports, “the first hackathon has established a word-of-mouth local
brand for the O4C hackathon [model]”, the distinctive features of which, paraphrasing another pilot
report, are “the three dimensions of the project, namely people, challenges and data”.
As far as the people are concerned, quoting from a third pilot report, we highlight “the inclusion of
citizens with little or no data skills in an open innovation process, by which their data literacy is
enhanced - while they collaborate with domain experts and professionals with advanced data and IT
skills in co-creating open data solutions to urban challenges”.
With different nuances, all pilots have managed to fulfil this essential condition, “which tells O4C
apart from traditional hackathons in which only people with advanced IT skills are encouraged and
allowed to participate”. On the critical side, one can possibly note a sort of contradiction, or at least
a dilemma, between the degree of involvement of non-expert users in the hackathon day and the
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level of “IT maturity” of the co-created outputs: the higher the share of non-IT-savvy people in the
developing team, the closer the resemblance of results to service concepts of at best application
mock-ups. In our opinion, this dilemma can only find a contingent solution in the context and within
the borders of the individual pilot purposes and organisation.
As far as the challenges are concerned, a very strong aspect that is common to all pilots has been
the definition (at least at very high level) of the societal needs and requirements associated to each
O4C hackathon, not as a top down initiative of the O4C partners, but more as the emergent (from
the bottom to the top) result of convergent efforts done by multiple actors – not only citizens, but
more generally Quadruple Helix stakeholders. Further to that, and in most of the cases, an additional
element of flexibility has been the allowance to hack day participants (especially the new comers) to
contribute with ideas and suggestions/recommendations to the qualification and (re)shaping of the
initial challenge(s). Again on the critical side, another contradiction (or dilemma) has emerged, or
was latent in this mode of proceeding: that between the degree of precision of the challenge and
the nature and level of definition of co-created outputs. The more open, and subject to revision, was
the initial set of challenge-related needs and requirements, the closer the resemblance of results to
service concepts of at best application mock-ups. On the other hand, the more refined and “binding”
were the borders of a challenge, the less space was given to creativity and brainstorming in ideation.
As stated above, we believe that even this other dilemma can be accommodated in dependence of
the scope and aims of the individual pilot.
Finally, as far as data, and especially open data is concerned, all the O4C pilots have faced the usual
problems associated with the lack of (or difficulty in procuring) adequate datasets of public, and in
some cases private, ownership that could be utilised in the context set out by the hackathon
challenge(s). In some cases, this limitation has been overcome by looking for user generated data, in
other cases by asking data owners for an extra effort in terms of timeliness and completeness of
publication. More generally, an important outcome (yet difficult to operationalise) of the individual
hack days has been the indication of new data requirements for the sake of a better replication of
the same event in the near future. In this light, the pilots announcing a confirmation of the previous
challenges can indeed take profit of the 2nd hackathon cycle as an opportunity to improve the state
of the art of data availability in the domain at hand. On the critical side, and in the perspective of the
OpenDataLabs establishment, one needs to underline that little contribution to either data gathering
or visualization (and therefore, wider understanding of data potential) has been provided by the
platform developed at Dataproces – mostly due to its early stage of maturity, but also to the
difficulty of complementing available datasets with nice exploitation examples, which could be at
the same time interesting and pertinent to the overarching goals of the pilot.
Two more elements of distinction of the O4C approach to other concurrent methods and tools for
data integration in societal processes have been mentioned in one of the pilot reports, which are
worth underlying here. Both refer to the role played by the individual hackathons in the context of
the respective local communities. At this interim project stage, both aspects have a current (AS-IS)
dimension, and a prospective (TO-BE) dimension, which can be highlighted as follows.
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The first element of distinction is the already mentioned embedding of O4C experimentations “in a
quadruple helix innovation ecosystem, which involves citizens in co-creating not only the solutions
but also the features and the activities [purporting to them]”. On the critical side, we could object
that at least in some of the pilots, one or more of the building blocks of this ecosystem have been
underrepresented (e.g. the business sector) or not represented at all (e.g. the public sector in charge
of policy making). Therefore, we believe that the AS-IS dimension of the pilot communities needs
further qualification in order to clarify and confirm the points of differentiation between O4C and
other approaches such as the School of Data Summer Camps. The arena for TO-BE enlargement of
this dimension will be the co-construction of the OpenDataLab in each of the partner sites during the
2nd hackathon cycle, and the contribution that the former can bring to the latter, and vice versa.
The second element of distinction, somehow confined to the background of all pilots, but requiring
more illumination in our view, is their common urban dimension – or the fact that for a variety of
good reasons (e.g. need to reach a critical mass of users in a short period of time, co-location of
most quadruple helix stakeholders, shared interest in the proposed challenges deriving from colocation etc.) the rationale of O4C experimentations could not be easily understood outside the
borders of an urban community of a relatively large size. Deservedly, one of the pilot reports has put
emphasis on this aspect, outlining “the valorisation of open data with the purpose of addressing
urban challenges with and for the citizens” as one of the key components of the creation of social
value out of the O4C “model”. While it is literally true that this specific aspect “tells O4C apart from
more corporate-oriented initiatives such as ODI [the Open Data Institute], which seem to embrace a
business model geared towards the provision of consulting services to large companies”, again on
the critical side, we object that in most of the pilots, with very few exceptions, the achievement of
social value creation has not been sufficiently demonstrated in the AS-IS situation. As far as the TOBE evolution is concerned, and in line with the shared purpose of all O4C pilots to expand the
existing stakeholder communities, we expect to see not only a more explicit commitment towards,
but also more concrete evidence of societal impact of the O4C activities. In perspective, this should
also contribute to defining an alternative business model, but equally sustainable in long term, to
the ODI[Open Data Institute]-like enterprise advising delivery model mentioned and contrasted
above.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook
Here we summarize the evidence gathered above, drawing some conclusions on the robustness of
the O4C “Model” with an eye on its future exploitation both within and outside the project pilots.

5.1

Aspects confirmed by evidence

Based on the previous sources, we can briefly outline the fundamental traits of the innovative
hackathon concept set forth in O4C that have been confirmed by the evidence gathered so far.

5.1.1

Three consecutive phases: pre-hack, hack and post-hack

All pilots have adopted, and will be adopting, the 3-staged approach introduced within Deliverable
D1.3, drawing the distinction between “pre-hack”, “hack” and “post hack” activities. These are
linearly connected according to the progress of time, while at the same time integrated with one
another as illustrated by the analogy with the “Matrioshka doll”1.
Particularly the initiatives in the pre-hack phase serve to better frame the problem they are trying to
solve, the coding or co-design marathon in the hack day(s) to accelerate the progress of ideas
towards a prototype or other proof of concept, and the post-hack phase activities are meant to
develop a more robust product or service.

5.1.2

A challenge based activation mechanism in the pre-hack phase

The prime motor towards the ignition and implementation of an O4C hackathon process is a
challenge – namely a call for action, usually emerging from a needs analysis carried out during the
pre-hack phase – which points at the organisation of a hacking marathon for the realisation of
certain needs, usually related to the improvement or a renovation of an urban service.
This mechanism has been adopted by all pilots, although some of them have decided to reassess and
revisit the results of the pre-hack discussions within the time frame of the hack week-end.
However, it is fair to admit that the challenge mechanism is quite widespread in the international
practice and therefore – to qualify the added value of O4C against “competitors” – it would be
necessary to make reference to complementary aspects, such as the engagement of quadruple helix
stakeholders in the co-definition of the challenge(s).

5.1.3

The involvement of citizens, alongside coders, in the hack phase

The most distinguishing feature of the O4C hackathon is that it involves citizens, not necessarily IT
savvy ones, on a peer basis with coders and “nerds”. This involvement has been quite evident in all
the pilots and will additionally characterise the 2nd hackathon cycles. However, there have been very
different levels of engagement during the 1st hackathon cycle, which were not exclusively dependent
on the particular shaping of the underlying challenge(s), but also of a sort of prior decision taken by
1

Matrioshka dolls are Russian nesting dolls, where the set of dolls are decreasing in size, placed inside another.
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the organising team on the desired level of IT maturity of the solutions to be co-created within each
pilot.

5.1.4

Relevance of the urban dimension

As stated at the end of the previous section, “the rationale of O4C experimentations could not be
easily understood outside the borders of an urban community of a relatively large size”. There are
many possible explanations for this relevance – from the need to reach a critical mass of users in a
short period of time, which is only possible when large amounts of people are co-located, to the fact
that most quadruple helix stakeholders, at least for the proposed challenges, reside in urban rather
than rural or periurban sites. The above is considered as one of the firm acquisitions of the 1st
hackathon cycle, which will also be confirmed in the context of the second one, based on the reports
received.

5.1.5

A wide variety of supporting methods and tools

Pragmatically, the O4C hackathon model does not give preference to any specific methodology or
practice, e.g. in system design or development, or in ethnographic research, or in stakeholder
mobilisation and coordination, or in the evaluation of hackathon results2. This fundamental
commitment (or lack thereof) is confirmed by the evidence gathered at pilot level, which shows
pretty high heterogeneity of methodological stances, in relation to local conditions (goals, capacities
and constraints).

5.2

Aspects requiring additional evidence in support

The following list derives from the previous edition of this Deliverable, D1.6, and lists a number of
additional key components of the O4C Hackathon “Model”, for which we expect the 2nd hackathon
cycle to provide confirmation of their relevance and pertinence to the innovativeness of the
proposed concept.

5.2.1

The involvement of coders in the post-hack phase

In the context of Deliverable 1.6 this was considered a distinctive feature of the O4C hackathon,
required by the early stage prototype nature of the hack day results, and possibly also the need to
foresee additional ICT development rounds in parallel to the gradual opening up of additional
datasets – as suggested by the kind and scope of the most successful solutions.
However, it is fair to admit that the low level of IT maturity of the solutions co-created within the
pilots (with very few exceptions) has not allowed post-hack coding to take on and play the decisive
role which was expected at the beginning. Obviously, the second project year will provide new and
fresher evidence to take a definite stance in either direction.

2

This latter aspect has been dealt with in the context of O4C Deliverable 4.1 “Evaluation Framework”, coordinated by Antropologerne.
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5.2.2

Connection with open data

Admittedly, a number of pilots have not cultivated this connection during the 1st hackathon cycle to
the required extent. This has certainly been due to several objective reasons (such as lack of data,
poor quality, difficulty in achieving disclosure etc.) but with the same level of objectivity we need to
accept the limitations in the pilots’ scope and operational value (including for the appropriate
testing and validation of the O4C platform) that this circumstance has undoubtedly caused. During
the second project year, we expect this connection to be furthered, although it would not be
credible to commit to a linear pathway of improvement, considering the high level of technical
difficulties that any process of data disclosure normally embeds by itself.

5.2.3

Utility of two yearly hackathon cycles

The O4C project spans over 30 months, and two consecutive hackathon cycles have been foreseen in
its work plan, one in 2016 and the other in 2017. In the context of Deliverable 1.6 and based on the
early stage descriptions of the pilots, we could only speculate on what the possible connections
might be between cycle #1 and cycle #2.
Intuitively, and as the evidence gathered in this document can confirm, there are two alternative
options of possible relevance for the pilots: a) the second cycle is totally independent from the first
one, and b) the second cycle is an evolution of the first one.
In light of the storyboards collected from each pilot, we can now better articulate each of the two
options, without taking much distance from the explanations provided in Deliverable 1.6, namely
that:
a. Thematic discontinuity between the two cycles can be justified in light of the poor results
achieved in the first round, or even for the opposite reason, namely that the results obtained are
all too satisfactory for the stakeholders involved. This is exactly what happened in the two pilots
where the decision was taken to separate the second from the first hackathon cycle.
b. Continuity or evolution can be motivated by the need to “narrow down” or “specialize” the
initial topic and challenge(s) which have framed the previous cycle, giving life to a sort of
supplementary session involving not only coders (otherwise, it would be more similar to a posthack phase) but also citizens and other non-expert users. Again, this is what is going to happen
in the remaining three pilots, with the only qualification that in one of these cases, there will be
a sort of multiplication of thematic priorities – and therefore hackathon cycles.
Despite the above, however, it is our opinion that the interim project results are not yet convincing
in terms of provision of a clear rationale for the argument of continuity. This topic will have to be
explored with dedicated focus during and after the rollout of the second year activities in the three
pilots involved.

5.3

Aspects requiring additional “action-research”

Finally in this subsection we present a few elements of the O4C hackathon concept that have been
left somehow undetermined during the 1st hackathon cycle and therefore need to be supported by
the (action-research) work foreseen by the pilots during the 2nd cycle.
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5.3.1

Connection with the OpenDataLab

As already mentioned in the context of this document, one of the five pilots successfully managed to
attract dedicated financial resources (from a national grant) for the conception and design of an
OpenDataLab in the community. As far as the others are concerned, we can only note quite a few
generic references to the liaison between ODL and hackathon, which have become more concrete
commitments for the 2nd hackathon cycle.
Within Deliverable 1.6 we defined two main ways of interaction between these two O4C innovations
that could be validated or disconfirmed by further evidence: a) the transformation of a quadruple
helix community born in the pre-hack phase into a stable PPPP (public-private-people partnership)
akin to an Urban Living Lab, and b) the creation of a spin-off from one of the organisations involved
in the hackathon (notably the O4C partner), in the form of a physical and virtual hub of resources to
facilitate and accompany the development of planned actions over time, and which would be fed by
the results of the hackathon itself.
At the moment, we can only interpret some of the commitments undertaken by the partners going
more in the direction b) than a) – but this is all too early to define at this stage.

5.3.2

Connection with urban services

Despite the broad attention to such aspect in the context of the DoA as well as Deliverables like
D1.1. and D1.6, and the relevance of the urban dimension outlined in subsection 5.1.4 above, even
assuming the broader perspective according to which (as defined in the Glossary at the beginning of
this document) urban services are “aimed at creating public utility … not necessarily initiated by the
local government”, we cannot confirm at the moment that the connection with urban services is a
constitutive element to the O4C hackathon concept.
Due to the exploratory nature of our present research, we will be waiting until the 2nd hackathon
cycle results materialize before taking a decisive stance in any direction.

5.4

Follow up work

Although the OpenDataLab is not mentioned in the DoA as a specific deliverable, it can be
considered as one of the main outcomes of the O4C project. Currently all the partners are engaged
in a common effort (started at end March on the occasion of the consortium meeting in Milan) to
define the agreed aspects of a “vision and mission statement” for the ODL. In addition, the partner
Dataproces is now committed to the profound reshaping of the existing data visualisation platform,
relying on the requirements expressed by the O4C partners officially in charge of the 1st and 2nd
hackathon cycle organisation and management.
It can be reasonably expected that these evolutions will provide access to knowledge and guidance
for the forthcoming activities in relation to the pilots already foreseen, and therefore contribute to
the shaping, strengthening and highlighting of the key characteristics of the original hackathon
“Model” developed in this project.
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